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The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic severely reduced many human activities. So pronounced

was the change, it has given rise to the term “anthropause”: the considerable alteration

of modern human activities. Among these was surface transportation, with prolonged

traffic reductions, in excess, of 50% in many countries. Roads and traffic are responsible

for functionally fragmenting ecosystems, wildlife populations, and species interactions.

The unintentional “dialing-down” of traffic has given continuous monitoring systems of

wildlife-vehicle conflict a unique opportunity to study the consequences of perturbing

this source of wildlife disturbance and mortality. Experimental manipulation of traffic at

the global scale would not have been possible without mitigation responses to SARS-

CoV-2. Such a perturbation allows robust empirical investigation into wildlife responses

to traffic, including changes in mortality, behavior, genetic connectivity, and knock-on

ecosystem effects, the responses to which can be replicated across a global network

of wildlife-vehicle conflict monitoring systems. We review the extent to which these

extensive data-collection systems provide the primary source of data to study many

of these responses, providing the raw material to understand some striking wildlife

consequences of the anthropause.

Keywords: anthropogenic disturbance, wildlife-vehicle conflict, perturbation, citizen science, traffic, COVID-19

quietus

INTRODUCTION

Major roads split the Earth’s terrestrial surface into ∼ 600,000 patches, of which more than half
are < 1 km2 in area (Ibisch et al., 2016). Wildlife-vehicle conflicts, including fatal collisions, are an
inevitable consequence of this dense infrastructure. Despite many countries having mega datasets
of wildlife-vehicle collisions, (WVC) (Shilling et al., 2020), as an attempt to quantify and therefore
understand the where and why a WVC event occurs, these observational data do not fully address
a central question, “what is the impact to biodiversity of roads and vehicles?”

Second to legal hunting, WVCs are estimated to be the largest source of anthropogenic mortality
for vertebrates, globally (Hill et al., 2019). Estimates in terms of numerical loss of vertebrates
in any given country are in the millions per annum (Schwartz et al., 2020). Globally, there are
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∼1.4 billion vehicles and such high numbers begs the question,
“what effect(s) do cars have on vertebrate ecology?” This is
hard to answer because, as Paine’s classic experiments have
taught us, to determine the nature of ecological interactions
either the system or interactions must be perturbed (Paine,
1966). Paine removed top predator, Pisaster spp. from rocky
shores in Makkaw (Washington, United States) and in doing so
revealed ecological dynamics [keystone species (Paine, 1966) and
trophic cascades (Paine, 1969)] that are a crucial part of species
interactions, but which were not visible without perturbation.
Similarly, simple numerical counts of WVCs will not inform
whether traffic is altering the persistence, fitness and behavior of
species and populations (van der Ree et al., 2011), or how roads
may alter connectivity. To determine the ecological impact of
WVCs on wildlife, we would need to perform a wide-scale field
manipulation with replicates (Johnson, 2002); in other words,
remove or reduce traffic across multiple countries. The global
emergence of SARS-CoV-2 (the pathogen causing COVID-19)
has provided such an experimental perturbation.

EXPERIMENTAL PERTURBATION:
SARS-CoV-2 GIVES RISE TO THE
ANTHROPAUSE

The SARS-CoV-2 outbreak was declared a global health
emergency in January 2020 (Sohrabi et al., 2020) and a pandemic
in March 2020 by the World Health Organization (WHO). In
the face of this newly emerged and rapidly spreading zoonotic
pathogen, attempts at disease control focused on reducing
contact rates, termed “lockdowns” or “stay-at-home orders,”
the strictest of which confined people to their homes (Hale
et al., 2021). At peak restrictions (April 2020) over half of
humanity, some 4.4 billion people worldwide, were under some
form of lockdown (Bates et al., 2021). Control of SARS-CoV-
2 subsequently led to a significant reduction in human activity
and mobility globally, termed the “anthropause” (Rutz et al.,
2020). So profound was the reduction in human mobility that it
resulted in a “global quietening”; the longest and most prominent
global anthropogenic seismic noise reduction since records began
(Lecocq et al., 2020). Pronounced effects of the anthropause
included a wide-scale reduction in vehicle use, as corroborated by
Apple’s mobility data (Figure 1), and corresponding significant
reductions in vehicle emissions: NO2 and particulate matter
(Chauhan and Singh, 2020; Zambrano-Monserrate et al., 2020).
At the height of mobility restrictions, vehicle use dropped
by over 50% in many countries and, to date, is represented
by several troughs in vehicle use compared to time periods
of “normal” mobility (Figure 1). The anthropause enabled a
unique opportunity for the greatest natural experiment of our
time in terms of assessing anthropogenic effects on ecological
systems (Bates et al., 2020), and so provides the chance to
examine how traffic affects wildlife, using fundamental principles
of experimental ecology. Here, we review evidence and discuss
the opportunities provided by the anthropause to determine the
ecological effects of traffic on wildlife.

AN ANTHROPAUSE-MEDIATED
REDUCTION IN WILDLIFE-VEHICLE
COLLISIONS

We know that high traffic volume translates into high numbers
of WVCs (Litvaitis and Tash, 2008). Therefore, one obvious
outcome of reduced traffic due to the anthropause could be a
corresponding reduction in collisions. Indeed, research to date,
largely corroborates this hypothesis: In the United States, the
number of large wild animals killed per day on state highways was
reduced by 34% (Shilling et al., 2021). WVC reductions of 19%
were observed in South Korea (Bates et al., 2021) and reductions
ranged from 0–40% across 11 European countries (Bil et al.,
2021), with the null effects occurring in countries where SARS-
CoV-2 mitigation was minimal. A reduction of 48% in WVC
was observed on one continuously monitored location during
Australia’s anthropause (Driessen, 2021), although the sample
size was small. In similar constant effort studies, a drop of 50%
in WVC of the northern white-breasted hedgehog (Erinaceus
roumanicus) was seen (Łopucki et al., 2021). In contrast,
others have noted increases in WVC over the duration of the
pandemic (Abraham and Mumma, 2021), although decreases
were apparent in the time periods where the human mobility
was most restricted. Species-specific effects linked to ecological
traits are likely hidden within these patterns. The most dramatic
reductions in traffic (Figure 1), coincided with a period of
high mobility for many species in the northern hemisphere:
the breeding season and migration period. Amphibians, the
most seriously declining taxa on Earth, normally suffer huge
road mortality due to site philopatry (Beebee, 2013), but the
largest reduction in traffic coincided with their peak period of
movement, which appears to have translated into significantly
reduced amphibian mortality in some countries (Manenti et al.,
2020; Bates et al., 2021; LeClair et al., 2021).

THE ANTHROPAUSE AS A
PERTURBATION EXPERIMENT:
ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS

While the obvious direct effect of traffic reduction is reduced
wildlife mortality across multiple species (described above) by
reviewing current wildlife-vehicle conflict research, we may
be able to posit some additional ecological effects (Figure 2).
Roadkill risk is species-specific (Benítez-López et al., 2010;
Alamgir et al., 2017) with slow-moving and wide-ranging species,
for example, at a high risk of road mortality as a function of
their life-history traits (González-Suárez et al., 2018). The positive
effects of the anthropause could therefore be expected to be
greatest for those species that are most prone to WVCs, but
also those whose population sizes are most impacted; typically
those with low reproductive rates (Rytwinski and Fahrig, 2012).
Reduced traffic may lead to loss of “barrier effects,” isolation
and/or, fragmentation of local populations which, in the long-
term could be manifested as changes in gene flow and improved
fitness (Figure 2; Benítez-López et al., 2010). Pollution events
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FIGURE 1 | Country-specific changes in monthly mean aggregated requests for directions in Apple maps, representing a proxy for traffic activity during the SARS

CoV-2 pandemic in 2020/21 relative to a baseline “norm” on 13th Jan 2020. Countries with data shown are those with National WVC schemes (after Shilling et al.,

2020). Data source; https://covid19.apple.com/mobility.

FIGURE 2 | Overview of the anthropause-mediated changes (reduced traffic and noise) and the posited and realized ecological effects of the anthropause on

wildlife-vehicle conflicts (WVC). To date, reductions in mortality (Manenti et al., 2020; Bates et al., 2021; Bil et al., 2021; Driessen, 2021; LeClair et al., 2021; Shilling

et al., 2021; Łopucki et al., 2021) and behavioral changes (Derryberry et al., 2020) have been observed due to anthropause mediated reductions in traffic volume

and traffic noise, respectively.

could be expected to reduce because even low concentrations of
contaminants (associated with vehicle tires) can cause significant
die-offs in fish (Tian et al., 2021).

Species-specific differences in mortality risk or fitness leads
back to Paine’s work (Paine, 1969, 1966), with trophic cascades a
possible outcome. Some raptor species, for example, are attracted
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to roads (Benítez-López et al., 2010), potentially due to the
availability of roadkill for scavenging (Schwartz et al., 2018). Any
significant loss of biomass, in the form of roadkill, may lead
to prey-switching, a biotic interaction that is acknowledged in
the rewilding and invasive species literature to create ecosystem
imbalance and alter evolving responses (Lurgi et al., 2018).
Moose (Alces alces) have been shown to use roads to shield their
vulnerable young from their main predator, the road-averse black
bear (Ursus arctos), by basing their birth sites close to roads
(Berger, 2007). Loss of the predator protection associated with
roads could thus reduce prey fitness. Finally, the anthropause
could offer a positive, but brief, respite from invasive species
ingress and habitat loss due to road construction. While previous
studies inform us that numerous ecological impacts due to traffic
occur (Figure 2) the anthropause-mediated reprieve may be too
short to observe some effects, for example, changes in gene flow.

ECOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF THE
ANTHROPAUSE: THE SOUNDSCAPE

Road traffic is a pervasive source of anthropogenic noise that
has the potential to influence anti-predator behavior through
perceived risk, or the “ecology of fear,” that could lead to reduced
fitness through lost foraging opportunities. The theory posits
that the costs of avoiding predation may reduce prey fecundity
and survival to such an extent that it exceeds the reduction in
prey numbers due to predation. Empirical evidence finds traffic
noise alone can alter physiological stress and reduce offspring
size (Zollinger et al., 2019). “Phantom road” experiments,
where traffic-noise playback is introduced into a previously
undisturbed and roadless area have shown a 25% decline in
bird abundance, and complete avoidance of noisy sites by some
species (McClure et al., 2013). Foraging, vigilance and resting
behavior all significantly reduced in the prairie dog, Cynomys
ludovicianus (Shannon et al., 2014), and activity was reduced
across five bat species (Finch et al., 2020). Some species do not
respond to traffic noise with avoidance behavior, but still show
and impact of noise with reduced body condition potentially due
to a reduction in foraging time (Ware et al., 2015). Combined,
the previously published literature suggests traffic noise induces
behavioral changes.

In Spring 2020, the SARS CoV-2 outbreak caused a global
human quietus, much of which was due to reduced traffic
volume (Lecocq et al., 2020). Loss of fear, due to traffic
reductions could therefore be expected to create an ecological
release, i.e., an increase in population size and/or fecundity and
changes in behavior (Figure 2). Lockdowns resulted, at least
anecdotally, in changes in animal distributions, notably large
species frequenting urban areas (Rabou, 2020; Bates et al., 2021)
and it is noted that reductions in large animal WVC were seen
in the United States (Shilling et al., 2021). A rapid change in
behavior was observed in response to anthropause-reduced traffic
noise; urban white-crowned sparrows, Zonotrichia leucophrys,
shifted their song frequency as they no longer needed to compete
with traffic noise to be heard, so their song traveled further

(Derryberry et al., 2020). The effect was greater than expected
and could translate into fitness benefits (Halfwerk, 2020).

THE GLOBAL WILDLIFE-VEHICLE
COLLISIONS OBSERVATORY

There are∼15 known national or regional-extentWVC reporting
systems that continuously collect observations from government
and volunteer sources (Shilling et al., 2020; Figure 1).
Collectively, these systems document the spatial and temporal
occurrences of thousands of species, millions of observations and
span 120 sampling years (Shilling et al., 2020). Crucially, each
scheme includes a period before, during, and will (eventually)
include post-anthropause data. In our opinion, the global WVC
observatory provides one of the largest continuous sets of species
occurrence data for many terrestrial vertebrates and certainly
the largest for WVC. In terms of determining the effects of the
anthropause on WVC, each system represents a replicate across
multiple countries, providing a rare opportunity in ecology for
meta-replication: statistically powerful replication across studies
(Johnson, 2002). We are not aware of a similar continuous, large-
extent monitoring system for wildlife on each continent. This
positions the WVC observatory dataset as a primary source of
data for understanding both transportation impacts on wildlife
and for the effect of the anthropause on wildlife occurrence.

Challenges exist, however, in terms of merging disparate
datasets and accounting for changes in observer bias (Crimmins
et al., 2021; Hochachka et al., 2021). Decreases in WVCs, for
example, have been attributed to changes in reporter effort
(Dörler and Heigl, 2021). WVC recording systems investigating
effects of the anthropause should therefore carefully consider
how to account for reporter bias both in terms of reduced
effort and shifts in spatial observations. Estimates could be made
using a combination of the observations, frequency of sampling
by observers (e.g., how often they drive a route), observation
efficiency, or by comparing relative changes in species. Caution
is also needed in interpreting species level effects, controlling
for that fact that the period of year when the reductions
in traffic mobility were greatest may disproportionality favor
certain species, e.g., amphibians in the Northern hemisphere.
In addition, as a perturbation experiment the anthropause may
represent a rather nuanced one, because while traffic volume
decreased there is empirical evidence that traffic speeds increased
(Katrakazas et al., 2020) with obvious detrimental effects that may
have especially negative consequences for slow-moving species.

The anthropause-provided opportunities to study the effects
of traffic on wildlife are already paying dividends, with noted
reductions in WVCs (Manenti et al., 2020; Abraham and
Mumma, 2021; Bates et al., 2021; Bil et al., 2021; Driessen, 2021;
LeClair et al., 2021; Shilling et al., 2021; Łopucki et al., 2021) and
rapid behavioral shifts that may increase fitness (Derryberry et al.,
2020). We further posit additional potential changes to species
interactions, behavior, fitness, animal distributions and gene flow
due to the global respite from traffic impacts (Figure 2). The
global WVC observatory provides several important avenues to
investigate impacts, including very large numbers of: (1) species
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both within and among all large-extent systems, (2) individual
records among andwithin each system, (3) continuous and varied
spatial and temporal locations, (4) replicates among and within
the global systems, and (5) recorded metadata to assist in using
each record. The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic is still in progress.
New variants of concern continue to emerge1 and there exists a
likelihood of further, fluctuating lockdown policies, locally or at a
national level (Hale et al., 2021). As an unintentional perturbation
experiment, this one is still ongoing, with travel precautions
and thus impacts to travel likely still in place for some time,
and potential long-term changes in transport use are possible
(van Wee and Witlox, 2021).

DISCUSSION—THE ANTHROPAUSE
PERTURBATION

Biodiversity declines in the Anthropocene are severe, with even
common species undergoing declines (Ceballos et al., 2017).
Conservation of imperiled or even common wildlife species may
have received an unprecedented “bump” during the anthropause
because of reduced mortality or indirect ecological effects (Bates
et al., 2021). Consequently, wildlife populations of individual
species, or demographic groups may have increased during
reduced traffic periods (which will vary amongst countries),
providing both short- or long-term benefits. It is likely, however,
that the reprieve from traffic is short-lived, although the
anthropause has demonstrated the capacity for change.

Framing the reduction in WVCs in terms of biological
conservation is important for future policy development at the
intersection of transportation and ecology. The potential scale of
the reduction also suggests a number of ideas and needs: (1) there
may be too much traffic for wildlife to survive in many places; (2)
continuous and widespread WVC surveillance is needed to track
composition, numbers and losses of wildlife communities; (3) we
need standardized reporting systems that track sampling effort,
species, demographics, carcass loss rates, and other parameters
to estimate true WVC rates; and, (4) loss of biodiversity and
human incursion into wildlife ecosystems alters the probability
of zoonotic spillover (Keesing et al., 2010; Rohr et al., 2020),
exposing humanity to systemic harm, for example, a pandemic.

The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic may not be the only anthropause
wildlife have experienced in terms of reduced traffic. If primary
energy demand is a proxy for vehicle use then it has dropped
substantially in the past; the 1918 flu pandemic, the great
depression (1920s), World War II (1940s), the oil crisis/shock
of the 70s/80s and the global financial crisis all resulted in
significant reductions in energy demand (Ibn-Mohammed et al.,
2021). Are there then other opportunities to revisit long-term
datasets and address “was the impact of roads on biodiversity
visible in previous anthropause periods?” Such effects would only
be possible where long-term data collection exist. Such data,
although not focused on WVCs, exist for birds, including the
Common Birds Census (British Trust for Ornithology) in the

1https://www.who.int/news/item/26-11-2021-classification-of-omicron-(b.1.1.
529)-sars-cov-2-variant-of-concern

United Kingdom between 1962 and 2000, the Christmas Bird
Count (Audubon Society) in the United States between 1900 and
present, and the South African Bird Atlas Project (University of
Cape Town) between 1987 and present.

The reduction in WVCs may be fleeting, and, cynically,
we could say it is not so much a welcome development but
an indictment of the way things were before the anthropause.
Isolation is not a novel solution in a post pandemic world, and
we think that this difficult time could drive people to adopt
new habits that reduce their ecological footprint and thereby
help to safeguard biodiversity (Bavel et al., 2020). If we are
successful in communicating the benefits of these new habits, a
greener economy will eventually become a reality in an improved
“Brave NewWorld.” Virtual connectivity and social organization
based on home-as-office are rapidly emerging, and technologies
may help to recover the economy and decrease our carbon
footprint, thus reducing our impact as a hyper-keystone species
(Worm and Paine, 2016).

After continuously removing Pisaster starfish from the rocky
shore for 20 years, Paine’s swansong experiment was to let
them recolonize. As predicted, the ecosystem bounced back, and
lost species returned (Lafferty and Suchanek, 2016). Similarly,
we expect the traffic-related effects of the anthropause to be
ephemeral and with increased human mobility so the old normal
may return. Regardless, the anthropause and Paine’s foundational
study demonstrate how important it is to observe and learn from
nature during ecological disruption, to understand processes and
relationships and ultimately protect it. Although few positive
outcomes await animals on roads as traffic returns, critically
evaluating the impact of this widespread human activity on
wildlife must be one of them.
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